ABSTRACT. The quaternion hermitian planes Me defined, and are characterized by certain groups of automorphism.s. For this purpose, characterizations of locally compact connected translation planes (in the context of stable planes) and compact connected projective desa.rguesian planes are given.
ii) We may identify the group T of translations with the set of affine points. Then <I> ~ GL, (F). According to (lJ (see (21: 8.1, Satz 2, p. 201J , or [18: 1.1, ), the plane P is isomorphic with the desarguesian plane over F if the stabilizer TL of each line L through o = (0, 0) E F' is an F-subspace of T = F'. In the non-desarguesian case, one finds a translation.,. E F' \ ((a, 0) ) such that the F-subspace A spanned by T is not contained in the line joining 0 and T. The centralizer C. (7") acts trivially on the point set A. IT it is not contained in a line, then the set A generates a Bacr subplane or the whole plane, and assertion c) follows from [28: 5.1J and [28: 6.3J . 0 (2.2) Remark. A similar result holds without the assumption of connectedness for desarguesian planes over arbitrary locally compact (skew) fields : Asse.rtion c) has to be replaced by the assertion that C+ (T) is non-compact for each translation T, and the group <I> must be clo>ed in Aut (P). ([ll) , [13), [15) ). For our purposes, the following properties are of particular importance:
0) The only possible value. for dim M are the integers 2, 4, 8, and 16 (see [15: Th. 1) In thi" caJe, the "tabiliz er of any line moved by A. i" trivial, and dim A. ':5 dim M = 2/. b) There i.! a point p E M who"e orbit p6 generate" the whole plane.
Con"equently, the "tabilizer flp i.! trivial, and dim fl ~ dim M = 2l.
c) There are pointJ who.!e orbit" are not contained in any line, but each of !he"e orbit" generate" a proper "ubplane.
In thi" ca.!e, dimfl $ ~l < dimM. iii) By ii). each line L that i, moved by 6. intersects with each line F, E F",. IT the setF", is compact, we conclude that L is a compact line. P&ssing to the opposite plane 113: l.l}, case c) is reduced to case a). IT ~ acts as a dual Iranslation grouP. then F", equals the pencil through Ihe center z (ef. b)) and is therefore compact. [6) , [7) , and the references given there. c) In the situation of (3.6,d) , there do occur proper open subsets of the pencil through the origin: E.g., let P be a compact connected projective translation plane with translation group 1:.. Then I:. acts quasi-perspectively on the dual P' of P. Removing in P' all the points that lie on lines in some clo~ed set of lines through the common center of the elements of 6., we obtain a stable plane, on which tl. acts in the way described.
In many cases, one may check quasi-perspectivity of one-parameter groups by considering their centralizers in Aut (M) . The following criterion, which is a generalization of (2.1), will be used later. perspectively. The F-subspace A spanned by =: is spanned by any element e E =: \ 1. Since l:l acts transitively on M, the orbit P= is not contained in a line. From the fact that l:lp = 1 we infer that the subplane E generated by P" is either a Baer subplane or equal to M. 
(1,0,0),
In the hermitian cases (i.e. v E R3), define
In the skew hermitian cases, define M(v"",v,) (1,0,0), (i, 0,0) ) , the dual plane is jusl the dual euclidean plane (a larger group is induced, however). For v = (1,1,0) , we obtain the euclidean (affine) plane. In the cases v E {(I, -1,O),(i,i,O)j we gel almosl projective planes, and the induced groups contain the full translation group. There is exactly one open point orbit under the induced group in these cases, namely the affine pla.ne. To these homogeneouJ open Bubpla.nes we refer as quaternion hermitian tran"lation plane,,_ Note thai for these geometries the groups differ rather than the underlying affine planes. d) The involution a = ( -',) E eli has at leOJt one fixed point on L.
Proof: i) Choose any line H Ihal is moved hy Ll. According 10 (3.4), we have that LlH = 1. Lei I< : eliLl ..... '1' be the canonical mapping. We infer that I<I(eliLl)H is an isomorphism of ('1'Ll)H onlo '1'. Therefore ('1'Ll) H is a Levi-complement as well as '1', and , . there is some 5 ELl such that eli = ('1'Ll)H = (eliLl)H'. stroppel 395 ii) From 6. = 61F.) (c!. (3.6) ) we obtain that the normalizer N. (6.) fixes the aDs F. and the intersection point x = F. "L. On the other hand, the stabilizer <1>. fixes the line F. and therefore normalizes 6[F.) (recall that 6 is normalized by <1». IT '" ~ <1>. then z~ ~ F. and x~A nF. = 0. Therefore ",6n(<I>6). = 0, and we have that", E <1>. whenever '1 '5 E (<1>6) •. We conclude that (<I>Ll.). = <1>.6 •. This proves assertion b).
ill) The involution u normalizes each R-subspace of 6. Therefore assertion b) yields that q E '1»[L], and assertion c) is proved. iv) For each 5 E 6. \ 1, the centralizer C. (5) 5) is computed easily for each 5 E l>. Now assertion a) follows from (3.8) .
ii) Assume that 6 acts quasi-perspectively, and J = (11)' Then the compact group <I> = U, (H) acts transitively on the connected set :
[19: Th. 1]). By (3.6.b) , the plane M is a dual affine translation plane or its projective closure. Passing to the dual plane reduces this situation to case a).
ill) Assume that J = (1 -1)' According to (4.3) and [26: 4.19J or [28: 6.5) , the involution l>.
is neither free nor planar. Therefore there is a point x E L that is the center or lies on the aD, of a. In the first case, we obtain that l>. = CA (a), and <1>. = N. (CA (a» by (4.3.b) .
In the second case, we have that au fixes the axes of Q and u. Since these axes intersed in x, and since commuting involutions cannot have the same axis [29: 9), we obtain that au E eI(z)' Now (11) induces an (outer) automorphism of~, interchanging Q and au.
Therefore the ,tabilizer (~l>). i. determined. According to (3.6.b) Remark. The assumption of point-homogeneity is necessary to make the reconstruc· tion method of [27J applicable. There remains the problem to decide whether each stable plane that admits one of the groups U \I is isomorphic with some U v-invariant subplane of the projective plane over H.
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